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PREVAILING-TORQUE TYPE STEEL
HEX AND HEX FLANGE NUTS

How do they work . . .
The top thread section of the nuts is scientifically displaced at two or three opposing areas.  This

displacement or deflection ovalizes the top threads of the nut and deflects these threads out of their helical

configuration.  The nature of this locking element is such that it remains spring-like through repeated

applications and severe shock loads.  The locking element firmly grips the flank, root and crest of the

mating bolt threads.

The resulting compression grip forces metal-to-metal contact between the nut and bolt threads.  This

friction grip assures that the nut will stay “put” anywhere on the bolt and maintain the pre-set torque-

tension relationship.

The Locknut starts freely on a bolt or stud like a common nut until the deflected thread portion is reached;

then, it requires wrenching to final position anywhere on the mating part.

Nut/Bolt Compatibility
There are three grades of prevailing-torque type

steel hex nuts designated as Grades A, B and C,

respectively.  There are two grades of prevailing-

torque type steel hex flange nuts designated,

respectively, as Grades F and G.

Each grade of nut is suggested for use with

externally threaded components having specified

minimum tensile strengths within the following

values:

Grade A

Grades B and F

Grade C

Grade G

Grade of Nut
Specified Min

Ultimate Tensile Strength
of Bolt, ksi

not greater than 90

not greater than 120

not less than 105,

nor greater than 150

not less than 120,

nor greater than 150

TECHNICAL

GRADE
LOCKNUT SIZE PROOF LOAD ROCKWELL
(BOLT DIA.) IN. STRESS PSI HARDNESS

A No. 4 thru 11/2 90,000 C28 max

No. 4 thru 1 120,000 C28 max
B, F

Over 1 thru 11/2 105,000 C28 max

No. 4 thru 5/8 C24/32

C Over 5/8 thru 1 150,000 C26/34

Over 1 thru 11/2 C26/36

F 1/4 thru 3/4 120,000 C28 max

No. 4 thru 1 150,000 C24/32
G

3/4 150,000 C26/34

NUT/BOLT COMPATIBILITY

MECHANICAL PROPERTY REQUIREMENTS

LOCKNUT TECHNOLOGY, INC.
Registered Identification Symbol

Grade Marking 

and Identification
Grade A nuts need not be marked.  Grade B, C,

F and G nuts are marked to identify manufacturer

and grade.  Markings are in the form of three (for

grades B and F) or six (for grades C and G) grade

marking symbols.  The Locknut Technology

identification shown below is used as a substitute

for one of the grade marking symbols.
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